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step into the energy 
OKC Energy FC,

Thank you for choosing JAM to develop your advertising campaign. 
JAM has enjoyed learning more about Energy FC and the sport of 
soccer. We feel that the Oklahoma City area has the potential to be a 
great fan base for the team, and with this campaign, Energy FC will 
be able to reach it’s target market better.

From the information given to JAM in the initial client meeting, we 
were able to assess the needs of Energy FC and develop specific 
target markets. To reach these target audiences and to promote 
Energy FC as a brand, we have developed a campaign incorporating 
multiple media platforms, out-of-home advertising and print media.

In developing this campaign, JAM was able to utilize and develop 
skills we have learned in earning our Bachelor’s degrees. We hope 
you find that our campaign aligns with your vision for Energy FC. 
This campaign has allowed the members of JAM to advance their 
individual skill sets and learn valuable group collaboration 
experience.

Again, thank you for choosing JAM. Feel free to reach out to us with 
any questions or concerns you may have. We hope to hear back 
from you soon and look forward to implementing your feedback.

Sincerely,
JAM.

Letter From The Team
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OKC Energy FC,

Thank you for choosing JAM to develop your advertising campaign. JAM has enjoyed learning more about Energy FC and the 
sport of soccer. We feel that the Oklahoma City area has the potential to be a great fan base for the team, and with this 
campaign, Energy FC will be able to reach it’s target market better.

From the information given to JAM in the initial client meeting, we were able to assess the needs of Energy FC and develop 
specific target markets. To reach these target audiences and to promote Energy FC as a brand, we have developed a cam-
paign incorporating multiple media platforms, out-of-home advertising and print media.

In developing this campaign, JAM was able to utilize and develop skills we have learned in earning our Bachelor’s degrees. 
We hope you find that our campaign aligns with your vision for Energy FC. This campaign has allowed the members of JAM 
to advance their individual skill sets and learn valuable group collaboration experience.

Again, thank you for choosing JAM. Feel free to reach out to us with any questions or concerns you may have. We hope to 
hear back from you soon and look forward to implementing your feedback.

Sincerely,
JAM.

meet the team

Meredith Lucus is a senior, 
graduating in May 2017 with her 

Bachelor of Arts in Strategic 
Communications. Post-graduation, 

she will be the Digital Marketing 
Specialist for Fitcamp180 in 

Oklahoma City and hopes to run a 
full-service Public Relations firm 

someday. Meredith enjoys
photography, playing volleyball, 

being outdoors and staying active.

Danielle Taylor is a senior, 
majoring in Strategic 

Communications, and intends on 
graduating in May 2017. She is 

currently a Media Director of 
Talent Acquisition for an HR 

consulting firm and hopes to gain 
a position as a recruiter for an 
HR consulting firm. Danielle 
enjoys acrylic and watercolor 

painting in her free time.

Meredith Lucus Danielle Taylor
Account Executive Media Director

Averey Brace is a senior, 
graduating in May 2017 with her 

Bachelor of Arts in Strategic 
Communications. She has 

accepted a public relations job at 
The Zero Card as Client Success

Representative and will be 
moving to Tulsa, Oklahoma, 

post-graduation. Averey enjoys 
spending time with her family and 
friends, reading and scuba diving 

in her spare time. 

Averey Brace
Research Director
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meet the team

Jake Cunningham is a senior, 
majoring in Strategic 

Communications, and intends on 
graduating in May 2017. 

Post-graduation, he will be a 
creative planning intern for Iris 
Worldwide in London, UK. He 
hopes to someday work for a 

European advertising agency. In 
his free time, Jake enjoys writing 

and producing music.

Jake Cunningham
Creative Director

Jennifer Barnett is a senior,
graduating in May 2017 with her 

Bachelor of Arts in Strategic
Communications. Upon 

graduation, she plans to move 
Southeast to enter the fast-paced 

communications industry. Her 
goal is to work as a Public 
Relations Associate at a 

full-service Public Relations firm. 
In her free time, Jennifer enjoys 
crafting and learning to play the 

ukulele.

Jennifer barnett
production director

Mika Ryan is a senior, graduating 
in May 2017. She will be 

graduating with her Bachelor of 
Science in Strategic 

Communications. After 
graduation, she plans on 

continuing her education at 
Oklahoma State University in 

pursuit of her master’s degree. 
Mika enjoys doing anything 

outdoors, spending time with her 
friends and playing guitar.

Mika Ryan
production director
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Situation Analysis
Client summary
Energy FC is a football club in the Oklahoma City Area, 
based in Taft Stadium in Edmond, OK. Energy FC is a 
member of the United Soccer League, a men’s soccer 
league including teams from the United States and 
Canada. Energy FC is a new sports team to the area, 
having its first season in 2014. As a new organization, 
growing a fan base and increasing brand awareness 
are two important factors for Energy FC. Fortunately, 
soccer is growing in popularity nationwide. Millennials 
are especially gaining interest in the sport, making 
them a prime target market for Energy FC. As of now, 
the team is missing a vital opportunity in social media 
marketing. Although Energy FC does have a presence 
on many social media platforms, targeted advertising 
to millennial sport fans and millennial families would 
benefit Energy FC’s marketing tactics.

Problem Statement
It is difficult for a new team to grow in an environment that 
is surrounded by popular American sports, such as 
basketball and baseball. Energy FC’s social, website, and 
other marketing and advertising attempts need to be 
improved to attract a larger audience to soccer and 
cultivate a loyal Energy FC fan base in Oklahoma. 
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Both universities are both well-known and popular 
among Oklahoma residents. Although OSU and OU 
are not professional sports teams, they bring revenue 
to the state and are supported by fans as avidly as 
professio al teams. Behind the Thunder, these two 
colleges are the main sources for sports in Oklahoma.

Oklahoma City Thunder is the most well-known sports 
team in Oklahoma and has the largest fan base as 
well, making it Energy FC’s largest competitor. 
Although the Thunder has less than ten seasons in 
Oklahoma City, it has done an impeccable job of 
promoting the team as well as its players. The Thunder 
has done this through establishing a relationship 
between the players and the community.

The OKC Dodgers are a minor-league baseball team 
in OKC. Based in Bricktown, their venue attracts 
sports fans in the OKC area. Their marketing team 
excels at creating in-game experiences and offering 
merchandise discounts that entice its fans to return for 
multiple games.     

Competitors



Setbacks & Potential
Setbacks
Through the focus group and survey 
conducted by JAM, we found that Energy FC 
is immediately recognized by very few 
millennials as well as young adults; even 
fewer had seen an advertisement for the 
team itself.

In conducting research at the beginning of the 
campaign, JAM found that Energy FC 
underutilized social media. Millennials receive 
most of their information via social media, 
meaning Energy FC is missing out on an 
impeccable branding opportunity.

Energy FC has made bringing in more fans a 
priority for each game. To do that, more 
people need to be aware of the team as well 
as the community outreach Energy FC 
partakes in. At this point, we believe Energy 
FC should highlight its players and 
community service via social media as well as 
through traditional print media.

Soccer itself is gaining new fans every day in the 
United States and is gaining traction with 
millennials in the OKC area. This growth creates a 
chance for Energy FC to gain new fans who are 
more susceptible to advertising efforts.

During the focus group conducted by JAM, we 
found
millennials are looking for social media outlets to 
interact with friends as well as players. Millennials 
said they were more likely to go to an Energy FC if 
they felt they had a connection to members of the 
team.

The Oklahoma City Area is surrounded by suburbs 
and young families with children participating in 
youth sports. Parents of children who play soccer 
are more likely to take their family to a soccer 
game as a family outing, making Energy FC a 
prime choice for entertainment.

Potential
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Step into the 
Research

Setbacks & Potential



Target Market

Residence: Oklahoma City
Age: 29
Occupation: Full-time Teacher
Purchases:
     • Trendy items and clothes
     • Attends events with friends
     • Good experience for a   
       reasonable price
How to reach:
     • Facebook
     • Social Media Ads
     • Email & Newspaper ads

Madison
The Clueless

Residence: Stillwater, Oklahoma
Age: 21
Occupation: Student
Purchases:
     • Good deals
     • Free/discounted food, beer or
       tickets
     • Searches for cheap                         
entertainment
How to reach:
     • Social media for news
     • Primary: Instagram
     • Secondary: snapchat & Twitter

Andrew
The college aged

Residence: Edmond, Oklahoma
Age: 35
Occupation: Mom of three and 
full-time dental assistant
Purchases:
     • Coupon Extraordinaire
     • Doesn't waste money
     • Family outings once a week
How to reach:
     • Targeted Advertisements
     • Facebook
     • Newspaper

Susan
The Parent
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Energy FC has found it difficult to reach the millennial audience. Millennials are born between the years of 1980 and 2000, making them 
roughly the ages of 17-37. This age group makes up 25 percent of the U.S. population. Over 50 percent of millennial houses already 
have children, making young families a large target market for our advertising campaign. As of fall 2009, 33.3 percent of Oklahoma 
students were enrolled in colleges and universities, making the college-aged Millennials another influential group for Energy FC to reach. 
Our overall branding adjustments, along with family and college-oriented events, will reach all three aspects of the Millennial Target 
Market idea.



Strategy
JAM Communications picked a large target market to encompass the diversity of 
the age range, while also showing how to interconnect them. By understanding the 
millennial target market, Energy FC will attract and help keep new customers.
 
The Millennial Target Market is in many different stages - whether they have no 
idea what Energy FC is, are trying to make it through college classes or have a 
hard time finding ways to entertain the kids during long summer months. Why is 
attending an Energy FC game something they want to do?
 
“Step into the Energy” catches the market’s attention though the idea of fans 
becoming one with the team. Our strategy is to embrace the identities of each 
market through an advertising campaign that capitalizes on the experience of a 
shared connection between players and fans.

9

Branding strategy
New slogan 

Simple / clean promotions
Player spotlights

Community involvement / service
Relevant gifs / images

College-Aged Strategy
Events

Energy FC shuttle
Discount beer / concession
Targeted advertisements

News

STEP INTO 
THE ENERGY

Family Strategy
Family Events
Relevant ads

Mascot

Create brand awareness with the 
public by utilizing memorable and 
recognizable tactics. 

Increase college-aged millenial 
interest and ticket sales by 2 percent 
by positioning directed incentives.

Foster family interest and game 
attendance by 10 percent through 
targeted events and discounts. 

Objectives:

1 2 3



Strategy
At the beginning of creating this campaign, JAM found the need to create a tagline and slogan to 
center the team’s advertising efforts. JAM believed this slogan would unify the entire campaign 
and make Energy FC advertisements easily recognizable to the public. We wanted this tagline to 
show Energy FC as an experience for fans and a feeling to be had by individuals attending 
matches. We felt this would add value to Energy FC’s brand and add emotional appeal to 
branding efforts. In the process of developing the slogan, we decided that invoking action would 
best capture our target audience’s attention, making the slogan a tactile experience for fans. 

Finally, JAM decided upon “Step into the Energy.” This tagline shows Energy FC as not only a 
football club, but an experience fans can be a part of by attending a match. As well as promoting 
the team as an experience, the tagline invokes a sense of becoming something bigger than 
oneself and becoming a part of a larger community. This idea is played heavily upon in the final 
campaign, both in the family and college events. These events are developed not only to promote 
Energy FC but also to create a sense of community for the Oklahoma City Area and make 
Energy FC a source of pride for locals. Throughout all branding and event advertisements, JAM 
has made a point to include the phrase or essence of “Step into the Energy.”

Step Into the Energy
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step into the Brand



Branding
What you want:
Brand Awareness

What we know:
29% of our survey participants heard about Energy 
FC by word of mouth; 20% learned of Energy FC 
on social media, and 8% knew of Energy FC from 
outdoor
advertising.

Strategy:
Place the new slogan in places where Energy FC 
fans and OKC residents are sure to come in con-
tact with the brand.   

4
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Branding
Timeline: Pre-season 2018

Budget: Negotiate with partner

Barrier(s): Depending on 
availability of space and 
negotiations with local partner, 
the mural could be blocked from 
view at certain times or smaller 
than is preferable.

Evaluation: The mural on a local partner's, Maples’ BBQ, wall will present 
Energy FC fans and OKC residents/visitors with a major photo opportunity as 
well as top-of-mind awareness. This mural will provide long-term social media 
callouts, familiarity of the new slogan and furtherance of the brand.

Tactic: Create Step Into The 
Energy mural on the outer 
wall of building in Bricktown 
area.

5
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Branding

Evaluation: The brand graphic, which will be on cups and koozies given out, 
will encourage fans to take pictures of/with the cups and take them home. Both 
will provide free advertising for Energy FC through social media and word of 
mouth communication, and will create further brand awareness.

Tactic: Create Step Into The Energy 
cups and koozies to be passed out at 
Taft Stadium and off-site locations such 
as Blue Garten or Center of the 
Universe Festival.

Timeline: First Fall Game / Special Events

Budget: 
Cups: $6,500 ($0.26 each / 25,000 cups)
Koozies: $540 ($.36 each / 1,500 koozies)

Barrier(s): There is no guarantee that cups 
will be photographed or taken from the 
stadium. Also, can be difficult to collect data.

14

#StepintotheEnergy
College Night



Branding
What you want:
Brand Awareness

What we know:
71% of survey participants ranked Facebook as their 
preferred social media, and 57% chose Instagram as their 
go-to platform. Focus group participants also suggested the 
use of Spotify and YouTube advertisements to reach new 
audiences. 

Strategy:
Place Energy FC ads where users will see the brand with 
minimal effort.  

15



Branding
Facebook: Energy FC 
promoted posts will appear in 
Facebook users’ timelines. 

Instagram: Energy FC 
promoted posts will show up 
as posts between the 
viewer’s following on his/her 
timeline.

Timeline: Dependent upon 
campaign launch

Budget: $12,500 ($5 per 
1,000 people reached)

Budget: $14,700 ($1.47 CPC 
for 10,000 impressions)

8
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Branding
Spotify: Energy FC ads will be 
played as still graphic/radio spot 
combinations between songs. 
Listeners can also watch our 
short video for 30 minutes of 
ad-free music.

Timeline: Dependent upon 
campaign launch

Budget: $25,000 ($5 per 
impression for 5000 
impressions)

9
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Branding
Youtube: Energy FC ads will 
appear on the banner located 
at the top of a viewer’s 
screen.

Timeline: Dependent upon 
campaign launch

Budget: $6,000 ($.30 per view 
for 20,000 views.)

10
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Branding
What you want:
Brand Awareness

What we know:
Focus group attendants, all aged 18-24, 
agreed unanimously that they would like to 
see more of the involvement the team does 
with the community. With that being said, 
feature stories have the ability to share 
personal stories about the team or
individual player. 

Strategy:
Produce feature stories throughout the 
season that highlight individual player’s 
accomplishments, records, etc. Not only 
will they recognize players for their 
achievements on the field, but also will 
recognize their lives off of the field.  

19

What you want:
Brand Awareness

What we know:
Focus group attendants, all aged 18-24, 
agreed unanimously that they would like to 
get to know the players on a more personal 
level. 
 
Strategy:
Produce feature stories throughout the 
season highlighting specific events or stories 
that would develop a stronger relationship 
between the audience and the organization.  

Feature Story: Community Involvement Feature Story: Player Recognition



Branding

Timeline: published consistently throughout the 
year.  

Barrier(s): In order to have these
stories published, there needs to be a positive 
relationship developed with the media.

Evaluation: Through these stories, the 
target audience will develop a stronger 
loyalty and idolization for the team.

Tactic: Whenever a member of the team, or 
team as a whole, does anything noteworthy 
within the community, or has accomplished 
something, a feature story will be written and 
published on various mediums.

Jacob Lissek’s Trusty Sidekick
OKC Energy FC - March 22, 2017 cdfgl

OKLAHOMA CITY – With a full roster of 22 members, Energy 
FC was simply not complete without 18 trusty sidekicks. 

Goalkeeper Jacob Lissek met a young boy who changed the 
game for him. Through a program called Sidekicks, which 

Sidekicks pairs 18 special needs children with various players 

“It truly is an amazing experience, and the kids are always a 

appreciate things more than you did before.” 

Since 2016, Lissek has been a member of Energy FC. Far 
from his home in Colorado, he quickly adapted and has 
grown to love and appreciate not only the team but also the 
city. 

Programs like Sidekicks allow the players to build 

personal level. Although fans are dedicated and show 
tremendous support each week, Sidekicks give both the 

truly important. 

Although many teams have community outreach programs, 
Sidekicks is something that Energy FC has become uniquely 

has had on the other. 

Without the support of fans, any team would be incomplete, 
but without the support of their 18 sidekicks, Energy FC 
would not be the same.

©2017 OKC Energy FC / SportsEngine. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use Privacy Policy Login
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Cody Laurendi’s Record Year 
OKC Energy FC - January 10, 2017 cdfgl

OKLAHOMA CITY – Cody Laurendi, goalkeeper for the Oklahoma 
City Energy Football Club, broke the club’s 2016 season shutout 

success. 

Born and raised in Melbourne, Florida, Laurendi was the 
epitome of a hard worker. Since his youth, he was a recognized 

Georgia College where he earned a spot on the Georgia Junior 
College All-Tournament Team. 

In 2010, his passion for the sport drove him toward a 
professional career with the Puerto Rico Islanders. Laurendi’s 

by a handful of teams before he signed with the OKC Energy in 
2016. 

himself. Not only has he proven himself through his innate skills 

have developed a love for. 

average of 0.92, his career in Oklahoma City had begun with 
triumph. With that being said, Laurendi set a new club record.

“I am very happy to have set the club record for shutouts in just 
a single season,” Laurendi said. “Now my focus is on bringing 
Oklahoma City the 2017 United Soccer League Championship.” 

included minutes played, saves, save percentage and goals 
against. 

With an already decorated career, Laurendi is headed in an 

wrapping up the season as a 2017 USL champion. With that, 
Oklahoma City is ready to see someone with this much talent 

©2017 OKC Energy FC / SportsEngine. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use Privacy Policy Login

Budget: $0



Step into College-Aged 
Millennials
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What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
Focus group attendants, all aged 18-24, agreed 
unanimously that they would attend a soccer game if 
provided with incentives such as cheap beer, food or 
tickets.

Strategy:
Launch an event that is guaranteed to attract the market 
of 18-24 years olds to Energy FC games. 

22

College-Aged Millennials



Timeline: One-time or recurring event.

Budget: $111,166

Barrier(s): Students will need 
safe transportation if they 
consume alcohol.

Evaluation: Based on research, this will 
produce a spike in millennial attendance 
and brand awareness, which would assist in 
brand recognition and loyalty. This age 
group will attend for the special offers and 
return for the team.

Tactic: Create an event called 
College Night, where students 
who provide valid identification 
will receive exclusive offers.

15
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College-Aged MillennialsCollege-Aged Millennials

Step 
into 

college 
night



What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
35% of survey participants do not follow any sports teams 
on social media; 6% of survey participants do not use the 
social media platforms that will be targeted.

Strategy:
Place College Night advertisements in highly trafficked 
areas on college campuses. 

24

College-Aged Millennials



Timeline: Two weeks before The Event.

Budget: $66 ($.11 per page for 600 
fliers; 200 fliers per campus)

Barrier(s): Fliers may be torn down or 
vandalized in the time between posting and 
the event.

Evaluation: Members of the target audience 
who don’t use social media or service websites 
as often will see the fliers around their college 
campus, providing the needed awareness of 
College Night.

Tactic: Post fliers around the
campuses of Oklahoma City University, 
University of Central Oklahoma and 
University of Oklahoma.

25
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What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
All participants of the millennial focus group agreed that 
transportation is a leading factor in their decision to attend 
games. If provided with an alternative to driving, more 
students would be able and willing to attend.

Strategy:
Provide transportation opportunities for college-aged 
millennials

26
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Timeline: Two weeks To wrap the bus.

Budget: $45,400 for a shuttle bus; 
$2,500 for a full wrap advertisement.

Barrier(s): Operation of the bus will 
include long-term costs for gas, 
maintenance, and regular equipment 
checkups.

Evaluation: The Energy shuttle would provide a safe means of transportation for 
students attending College Night and would reduce the lack of parking space 
around Taft Stadium.

Tactic: Purchase a shuttle that will be 
transportation for students attending 
College Night functions. We will call it 
The Energy and wrap it with Step Into 
The Energy advertisements, which will 
garner 50,000 – 100,000 impressions 
per each day of use.

19
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Timeline: Once the promo code 
has been approved, it can be 
activated on the date of the event.

Budget: $0

Barrier(s): Uber and Lyft activate 
surge charges when many 
requests are made in a given time 
period, which could be the case at 
the end of games.

Evaluation: This partnership would provide a safe alternative to driving after 
drinking and would eliminate the need for students to act as designated drivers.

Tactic: Partner with Uber and Lyft 
to provide college-aged millennials 
with promo code for transportation 
from stadium.

28
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What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
An outstanding consensus from the millennial focus group 
was the inclusion of alcohol in attracting a larger 
audience. Participants voiced overwhelmingly positive 
opinions at the idea of beer specials or deals.

Strategy:
Provide exclusive offers to students at College Nights, 
which will boost attendance and concession sales.

29
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College-Aged Millennials

Timeline: See College Night

Budget: $1500

Barrier(s): Budget will vary 
depending on individual keg price 
and brand selections.

Evaluation: Providing an exclusive 
deal on alcoholic beverages will 
attract students from all over 
Oklahoma and encourage future 
attendance.

Tactic: Students of drinking age 
with regular ticket purchase and 
valid identification will receive 
wristband for $2 select beers.

22
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What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
57 percent of survey participants, all ages, admitted to 
using Instagram most often. 34 percent favored Twitter, 
and 50 percent selected Snapchat as their platform of 
choice. Feedback from the millennial focus group also 
indicated the use of these platforms as well as Spotify 
and YouTube.

Strategy:
Target college-aged millennials by placing College Night 
ads in sectors with highest traffic.

College-Aged Millennials

31
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Twitter: Ads will appear if they 
interact with soccer, Oklahoma 
City or college-related content.

Instagram: Energy FC promoted 
posts will show up as posts on 
the viewer's timeline.

Snapchat: Ads will appear 
between stories and prompts 
viewers to swipe up for more 
information.

Budget: $6,000 (200 for 30 
days, averaging 400 
impressions per day.)

Budget: $14,700 ($1.47 CPC 
for 10,000 impressions.)

Budget: $10,000 for one month

24
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Spotify: Energy FC ads will be 
played as still graphic/radio 
spot combinations between 
songs. Listeners can also 
watch our short video for 30 
minutes of ad-free music.
Timeline: One month before 
College Night

Budget: $25,000 ($5 per 
impression for 5000 
impressions)

25
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Youtube: Energy FC ads will 
appear on the banner located 
at the top of a viewer’s screen.

Timeline: One month before 
College Night

Budget: $6,000 ($.30 per 
view for 20,000 views.)

Barriers: Advertisements on 
these websites are more 
likely to be skipped.

Evaluation: Spotify and YouTube promotions will reach those who are less 
active on social media platforms but use popular internet services for music 
and video streaming.

34
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What you want:
College-aged Millennial Attendance

What we know:
The average college newspaper runs 10,000 copies per 
edition. 

Strategy:
Distribute event information to college newspaper outlets 
to be published in editions leading up to College Night.

27
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Tactics: Pitch College Night 
copy to the OU Daily, UCO’s 
The Vista and Media OCU.

Timeline: Print two weeks before
college nights

Budget: $0

Barriers: Readership of 
physical papers has declined 
due to more readily available 
digital means for 
information-gathering.

Evaluation: College newspapers will reach 
members of the target audience who enjoy 
physical paper or see the printed copy around 
campus.

28
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Millennial Families
What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Through surveying parents with young children, all aged 
25-37, we found that parents would be more inclined to 
attend Energy FC games as a family outing rather than 
an adult event.

Strategy:
Create an event that appeals to the market of 25-37 
year-olds with families and guarantees an increase in 
game attendance.

38



Timeline: One-time event or 
monthly.

Budget: $874

Barrier(s): Parking is limited at Taft 
Stadium. Similarly, there is a limited 
amount of space to host activities.

Evaluation: Based on research, this will increase attendance and brand aware-
ness among millennial families, which would assist in brand recognition and 
loyalty.

Tactic: Host Family Night, 
where families from Oklahoma 
City and surrounding areas can 
participate in activities and 
attend the game with exclusive 
offers.

39

Millennial Families



What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Familiar character branding has a powerful influence on 
children and adults alike and creates a stronger fanbase. 
Not only does a mascot draw attention to a brand, but it 
also creates mass appeal.

Strategy:
Through the use of a mascot, the Energy will create a 
recognizable character attached to the brand, which will 
tremendously increase brand awareness and loyalty.

40
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Timeline: Starting May 1, 2017

Budget: $120

Barrier(s): Extra costs would be 
included in upkeep of the costume 
and paying the person acting as the 
mascot.  

Evaluation: Mascots bring brands into public consciousness, eventually 
becoming a symbol for the brand. They are entertaining and send positive 
messages to the fans, creating a connection with the fanbase that is crucial to 
maintaining fan loyalty and developing brand awareness. Bolt the Fox will be 
used for entertainment purposes and will be an important facet of family night 
events.

Tactic: Debut Bolt the Oklahoma 
Red Fox.

STEP 
INTO THE 
ENERGY
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What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Through surveying, we found most millennials gain 
information about sport teams via social media. They 
utilize online platforms, such as Facebook, to gain 
information about events and news more than any 
other outlet.

Strategy:
Place event information, game details and 
advertisements on the official Facebook page.

42
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Timeline: May 1 - Aug. 20, 2017

Budget: $0

Barrier(s): There may be members of 
the target audience who do not use 
social media as an outlet for information 
or do not use social media at all.

Evaluation: Providing the target audience with 
easily accessible information about events 
and game details will create an increase in 
attendance and brand loyalty.

Tactic: Advertise bi-weekly through the 
Facebook page to inform the target 
market of event and game details.
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What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Studies have shown that young parents are more 
heavily influenced by direct mail than digital marketing. 
With that being said, our target audience can be an 
essential part of our direct mail campaign. 

Strategy:
Reach the target audience through emails that include 
incentives to promote game attendance and 
involvement.
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Timeline: May 1 - Aug. 20, 2017

Budget: $500

Barrier(s): Email lists are not easily 
accessible; therefore, offering 
discounted tickets or concessions in 
return for providing email
information.

Evaluation: Through emails, we are able to reach a large amount of the target 
audience who work on and/or are frequently on their computers or mobile 
phones. Also, offering incentives and deals are appealing, especially to 
families who would be purchasing more than one ticket.

Tactic: Advertise monthly through 
emails to inform the target markets 
of special events and deals.
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What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Youth soccer is one of the most popular sports in the 
United States. With that being said, soccer summer 
camps are very popular and would serve as a good loca-
tion to distribute fliers. 

Strategy:
Reach the target audience through fliers, which will only 
be influential if placed in locations where they will be 
recognized, such as soccer camps or clubs.
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Timeline: May 1 - Aug. 20, 2017

Budget: $110 / 1,000 fliers; 10 local soccer 
camps / 100 fliers per camp

Barrier(s): Because of the tangibility, there is 
a stronger likelihood of them being lost or 
ruined.

Evaluation: Although this target audience is 
heavily influenced through intangible mediums 
such as social media, fliers are beneficial when 
strategically placed. Also, the fact that they are 
tangible has the advantage of being seen without 
cellphone or computer usage.

Tactic: Distribute fliers detailing upcoming 
events to local soccer camps to advertise 
to the strongest audience through a 
tangible method.
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What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
In the Oklahoma City area, 102.7 and 101.9 are two of 
the most popular radio stations. Through these stations 
we will be able to directly target our audience, and 
develop brand awareness. Not only that, but the cost is 
also affordable.

Strategy:
Reach the target audience through a local radio spot, 
which is effective and cost efficient.
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Timeline: May 1 - Aug. 20, 2017

Budget: $96 / $48 each (102.7 & 101.9) 

Barrier(s): With the high use of
auxiliary cords and streaming music via 
mobile phone, not every member of the 
target audience will be reached through 
this method.  

Evaluation: There are still many millennial families who listen to the radio, especially 
those with kids. Whether they are commuting to/from work, or picking their kids up 
from school, advertising through a local radio spot would be effective and 
cost-efficient.

Tactic: Utilize local radio spots to 
spread awareness about upcoming 
events and game details.
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What you want:
Millennial Family Attendance

What we know:
Communicating with the millennial generation is not 
limited to social media. On average, millennials spend 
around 18 hours a day reading various forms of media, 
whether it be on social media, print, text message, etc. 
Press releases can be a valuable tool to reach this target 
audience. 

Strategy:
Pitch press release to local news stations.
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Timeline: May 1 - Aug. 20, 2017

Budget: $0

Barrier(s): While many millennials use 
social media as their source of news 
information, members of the target 
audience may not be aware of the press 
releases.

Evaluation: Brand exposure through press releases in local 
newspapers would not only increase credibility and 
recognition, but it would also allow the organization to develop 
positive relationships with the media, which would greatly 
benefit the organization in the future.  

Tactic: Publish press releases in local 
newspapers to spread awareness.
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STEP INTO THE 
EVALUATION



Evaluation
Campaign Evaluation: 
Once the strategies and tactics listed in this campaign have 
been implemented, Energy FC will have created brand 
awareness with the public, increased millennial college age 
attendance and fostered family interest and increase 
attendance by 10 percent. Using the brand awareness 
strategies and tactics, Energy FC can expect to see a 
700-person average increase in attendance by the end of the 
2018 soccer season. After holding both college night and 
family night events as well as employing the associated 
strategies and tactics, Energy FC can expect a 10 percent 
increase in millennial and young family attendance at games. 
The strategies and tactics within this campaign will not only 
help Energy FC gain brand awareness in the Oklahoma City 
market but will increase attendance at matches,
increasing sales revenue for the team.
 
To better demonstrate the logistics of the “Step into the 
Energy” campaign, JAM has provided a timeline for the 
implementation of tactics and strategies as well as a budget 
listing expenses associated with the campaign itself. 
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Budget: 
Branding: $65,240
 Wall mural
 Social media advertisements
 Branded promotional items
 Feature stories

College Night: $111,166
 Shuttle
 Fliers
 Beer
 Social media advertisements
 Event advertisements

Family Night: $874
 Mascot
 Emails
 Fliers
 Event advertisements

Overall Campaign 
Budget: $177,280Timeline: 

STEP INTO THE 
EVALUATION

2017-2018

(See appendix)
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541 Research Findings: Survey

Objective: 
To obtain a better understanding 
of the general public’s awareness 
of Energy FC as a sports team, 
determine how the majority of 
individuals receive information 
about their favorite sports teams 
and identify factors that may 
impede or facilitate an individual’s 
likelihood to attend a game.

Methodology:  
For two full weeks, an online 
survey was distributed via the 
platform SurveyMonkey. This 
survey included Likert scale, 
ranking, open-ended and 
multiple-choice questions to 
gain a comprehensive 
understanding of participants’ 
viewpoints.

Key Findings: 
Through this survey, we gained insight on Energy FC’s target audiences. Unfortunately, most of the individuals 
surveyed had never heard of Energy FC and the few who had had not seen any advertising promoting the 
team. We determined this was a major issue to be addressed in our campaign. We were also able to identify 
most millennials gain their information about sports teams via social media. This lead us to the conclusion that 
to reach millennials, Energy FC needs to have a significant presence on platforms such as Twitter, Snapchat, 
and Facebook. Through surveying parents with young children, we found that parents would be more inclined to 
attend Energy FC games as a family outing rather than as an adult event. From this information, we inferred 
Energy FC would benefit from promoting family events at games to draw in local families.

Sample:  
The sample for this survey 
included 255 participants mainly 
from the Oklahoma City area, 
Oklahoma and Dallas Fort 
Worth metroplex. Sampling 
consisted of a convenience 
sample of approximately 107, 
ages 19 to 68, throughout the 
Tulsa metropolitan area for a 
period of seven days.
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Research Findings: Focus group55

Methodology:  
On February 22, 2017, JAM 
conducted a focus group in 
Oklahoma State’s Edmond 
Low Library at 6 p.m. The 
focus group was leader by 
JAM’s account executive, and 
included open ended 
questions and prompted group 
discussions based on Energy 
FC in general and Energy 
FC’s social media accounts.

Sample:  
The sample for this focus group 
included 15 individuals between the 
ages of 19 and 22. Out of the 15 
millennials participating in the focus 
group, four were male and 11 were 
female. The focus group was made up 
of acquaintances and peers of JAM 
members, all of which attend 
Oklahoma State University as full-time 
students and reside in either the 
Oklahoma City Area, the state of 
Oklahoma, or the Dallas Fort Worth 
Metroplex.Key Findings: 

Through this focus group we determined which factors would influence millennials to attend a soccer game at 
Taft Stadium as well as a millennial opinion on the current Energy FC social media presence. In group 
discussion about Energy FC games, the entire of the group agreed discounts on food and especially alcoholic 
beverages would increase their likelihood of attending a match. These individuals also agreed if there was a 
centralized transportation to and from Taft Stadium they would be more willing to attend a game. In coupling 
these two facts, we concluded hosting an event night for college age individuals with discounted alcohol and a 
shuttle to and from local campuses would benefit Energy FC. The millennials in the focus group also expressed 
the idea they would be more willing to support Energy FC if they felt a connection to its players. We determined 
increasing social media content about player as well as community outreach conducted by the team would draw 
more individuals to the team itself as well as to the team’s matches.

Objective: 
To ascertain what types of media 
millennials are most likely to be 
influenced by as well as what 
factors within those media types 
catch millennials’ attention and 
deter their interest from 
advertisements.
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Appendix

News release / fact sheet

 
615 N Hudson Ave 

Oklahoma City, OK 73102 
Energyfc.com 

 

Fact Sheet 

 

 

Energy FC to offer College Night at Taft Stadium 

What: Energy FC welcomes college students from local universities with 
free shuttle and discount on select beers. 
 

Who: Energy Football Club 

Where: Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 

When: August 19 

Why: College Night will attract the young adult crowd to Taft Stadium and 
build a loyal fan base among college students. 

 

### 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
July 30, 2017 Jennifer Barnett 
 Public Relations Specialist 
 (918)520-3232 
 Jen.barnett@okstate.edu 

 

- more - 

 

615 N Hudson Ave 
Oklahoma City, OK 73102 

Energyfc.com 
 

 News Release 

 

 

Energy FC to offer College Night at Taft Stadium 

OKLAHOMA CITY – The OKC Energy Football Club will offer College Night at Taft 

Stadium on August 19. The event will include a discount on concessions and select 

beers for students of Oklahoma universities.  

  Local partner and provider, Anthem, as well as Budweiser and Modelo, will be 

providing the beverages for the event. The discount will be distributed to those with valid 

student identification. 

Energy FC will also be offering an affordable shuttle for students travelling from 

local university campuses. The buses, which are being referred to as The Energy, will 

transport students from locations on the campuses to the stadium and back. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT: 
July 30, 2017 Jennifer Barnett 
 Public Relations Specialist 
 (918)520-3232 
 Jen.barnett@okstate.edu 
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Instagram ad cost:
http://www.pennapowers.com/how-much-do-ads-on-instagram-cost/
YouTube ad cost:
http://www.pennapowers.com/how-much-do-ads-on-youtube-cost/
Spotify ad cost:
https://www.webpagefx.com/blog/marketing/how-to-roll-radio-spend-into-pandora-and-spotify/
Twitter ad cost:
https://business.twitter.com/en/help/overview/ads-pricing.html
Snapchat ad cost:
https://www.snapchat.com/ads/snap-ads
Uber Partnership:
http://ubermanilatips.com/uber-partner-registration/
Shuttle Ad cost:
http://www.bluelinemedia.com/bus-advertising
Shuttle bus cost:
http://www.nwbus.com/shuttle-buses-for-sale
Kegs cost:
https://learn.kegerator.com/kegerator-economics/
Staples printing cost:
http://www.staples.com/sbd/content/copyandprint/copiesanddocuments.html
College Newspaper Readership:
http://college.usatoday.com/2013/06/07/college-newspaper-circulation-drops-as-digital-media-use-grows/
Koozie & cup cost:
https://www.discountmugs.com/category/custom-koozies/
Mascot: (Costume & Customized Jersey) 
http://www.wondercostumes.com/promotional-fox-mascot-adult-costume-ptpfmac.html?gclid=COeRy-bkrtMCFYNGXgodusEG7w
http://www.teamsportswear.com/customsocceruniforms/sub/adultsocceruniforms
Family Night Fliers: 
http://www.fedex.com/us/office/flyer-printing.html
Family Night Radio Spot: 
http://www.gaebler.com/Cost-of-Radio-Advertising-In-Oklahoma+City---OK
Target market:
http://www.millennialmarketing.com/who-are-millennials/
http://www.higheredinfo.org/dbrowser/index.php?submeasure=331&year=2009&level=nation&mode=data&state=0
Facebook Ad cost:
http://www.pennapowers.com/how-much-do-ads-on-facebook-cost/
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